Tilde Air Premium

"The Tilde Air Premium is a headset intended for workers
in open workspaces and offices.
This allows you to adapt ambient sounds in an adaptable
manner and to communicate sound-free and / or to work
concentrated.
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How does this technology work? Active noise canceling
(ANC) technology: Sound is a wave. ANC sends the
opposite signal to your brain, making your brain think
there is no (less) sound. "

Active noise-cancelling for open workspaces
Perfect examples of places where Active Noise Canceling (ANC) headphones
can be used are open workspaces. Productivity increases by staying focused and
not distracted by colleagues
Would you like to be able to fully concentrate on a quiet place? Push the slider
down to gradually reduce background noise and eliminate distractions. The
white light indicates that you do not want to be disturbed.
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Suppress noise
Tilde Air has an active noise reduction that is
adjustable from 0 to -30dB. Using a simple
slider, you can gradually reduce background
noise and eliminate distractions.

Collaborate
These selective headphones with active noise
canceling provide clear communication in loud
places and efficiently reduce background noise.

Specifications
Volume
The product is ideal in open offices. In addition
to being able to filter out ambient noise, the
Tilde Air also ensures that your own volume
drops significantly. The technology in this
product ensures that you immediately notice
how loud you speak.
Wearing comfort
The Tilde Air is one of the most lightweight
headphones. The product weighs only 40
grams! In addition, the neckband is very
flexible, you hardly notice that you have the
Tilde Air.

Sound
The active noise canceling contains 4
microphones and the 'voice first' also contains 4
microphones. If you want to listen to music, this
is possible in High Definition. The Tilde Air is
easy to connect via Bluetooth 4.2 and is also
compatible with Siri and Google Assistant.

Width

140 mm

Height

180 mm

Depth

23 mm

Weight

40 gr

Product code:

BNETNCHBT

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
5261 BC Vught
Netherlands
tel. +31 365467265
email. info@bakkerelkhuizen.com
website: www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk

Lifespan
The Tilde Air Premium batteries, when fully
charged, last 8 to 12 hours. Charging is easy
with the micro-USB cable. In 30 minutes (lunch
break) it is charged for 50%. If you want to fully
charge it, it only takes 2 hours.
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